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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new adaptive technique, named adaptive trajectories sampling (ATS), which is used
to select training points for the numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) with deep learning methods. The key
feature of the ATS is that all training points are adaptively selected from trajectories that are generated according to a PDE-related
stochastic process. We incorporate the ATS into three known deep learning solvers for PDEs, namely the adaptive derivative-free-loss
method (ATS-DFLM), the adaptive physics-informed neural network method (ATS-PINN), and the adaptive temporal-difference
method for forward-backward stochastic differential equations (ATS-FBSTD). Our numerical experiments demonstrate that the
ATS remarkably improves the computational accuracy and efficiency of the original deep learning solvers for the PDEs. In particular,
for some specific high-dimensional PDEs, the ATS can even improve the accuracy of the PINN by two orders of magnitude.
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1. Introduction. Due to many advantages, such as being free from the curse of dimensionality, no mesh
partitioning, and being easy to deal with nonlinear problems, the deep learning method becomes more and
more popular in solving PDEs, see e.g. [1–7,31–36]. However, comparing to traditional methods (e.g. the finite
element method), deep learning methods also suffer from some weaknesses. For example: there is no theory
to guarantee its stability and convergence, and for low-dimensional problems, the deep method often has lower
accuracy and higher computational cost.

In the literature, many techniques have been proposed to improve the performance of the deep learning
method [8–30], one of which is to adaptively sample training points. For instances, in 2019, a residual-based
adaptive refinement (RAR) method was proposed in [20] to improve the efficiency of the well-known physics-
informed neural network (PINN) method. The RAR improves the distribution of training points during the
training process by sampling more points in the locations where the PDE residual is large. In 2021, the paper [21]
generates the set of training points using the importance sampling based on the probability density function
proportional to the residuals of PDEs. More recently in 2022, the failure-informed adaptive sampling (FI-PINN)
method was proposed in [22]. By the FI-PINN, the training points are sampled from so-called failure regions
where the residuals of the PDEs are larger than a given tolerance. Also in 2022, the paper [24] updates the
set of training points by adding sampling points to the regions where the residual is relatively large. In a
very recent paper [23], a so-called DAS-PINN method uses a residual-based generative model to generate new
training points for further training. On other adaptive sampling techniques, we refer to [25–30].

Most of the aforementioned adaptive sampling techniques select training points of the current training step
based on the previous step’s residual. Here the function of the residual is to measure the (local) error between
the exact solution and the trained neural network (NN) solution of the previous step. Namely, the residual is
used as a so-called error indicator, a computable quantity which equivalents more or less to the incalculable error
between the exact u and the NN solution uθ. Since it involves the computation of derivatives, the computation
of the residual might be very expensive, especially in the case of high-dimensional PDEs. Moreover, since no
theory guarantees the equivalence between the residual indicator and the true error, the residual-type adaptive
sampling might not be very efficient either.

In this paper, we construct a novel adaptive sampling technique completely different from the above residual
type method. Firstly, all our training points are obtained from trajectories that are generated according to a
PDE-related stochastic process. The advantage of sampling in this way is that the training points of the two
successive steps are closely related, and we can fully use the information from the training points of the previous
training step for the current training step. Secondly, the error indicator in this paper is designed in a way distinct
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from the residual. In fact, to calculate the error |u − uθ| at a certain sampling point x0, we use the so-called
empirical value of x0 to approximate the incalculable u(x0). Here, the empirical value at x0 is often calculated
by using the values of uθ at some neighbor sampling points which are generated by using the aforementioned
PDE-related stochastic process, starting from x0. Typically, we can choose the empirical value at x0 to be the
average of uθ at its neighbor sampling points plus some rewards, which is a PDE-related function to record
the information by moving from x0 to its neighbor points. One advantage of this kind of error indicator is its
computation does not involve derivatives and thus it greatly reduces the computational cost of the adaptive
sampling.

We call the above adaptive sampling as the adaptive trajectories sampling (ATS) technique. Note that in the
ATS, both the generation and selection of training points are concerned with a PDE-related stochastic process.
With the stochastic process, the information between two successive steps is combined together to guide the
sampling of training points. Fundamentally, the basic idea of the ATS is originated from the temporal-difference
idea in the reinforcement learning [41].

We would like to mention that the ATS is independent of the original deep learning solvers for the PDEs. In
other words, the ATS can be applied to improve the performance of any deep solvers for the PDEs. In fact, we
incorporate the ATS into three well-known deep learning solvers for PDEs to construct: the adaptive derivative-
free loss method (ATS-DFLM), the adaptive PINN method (ATS-PINN), and the adaptive temporal-difference
method for forward-backward stochastic differential equations (ATS-FBSTD). Our numerical results show that
compared with original deep learning methods, the ATS markedly improves the computational accuracy with a
small additional computational cost. In particular, for some high-dimensional cases, the relative errors by the
ATS-PINN can achieve the order of O(10−4), in comparison to the O(10−2) by the PINN itself.

The rest of the paper is organized as the following. In our core Section 2, we introduce the basic idea of
the ATS technique. In Section 3, we apply the ATS to the DFLM method to design the adaptive deep learning
method ATS-DFLM. In Sections 4 and 5 we apply the ATS to the deep learning methods PINN and FBSTD
to construct the adaptive deep learning methods ATS-PINN and ATS-FBSTD, respectively. In Section 6, we
present some numerical experiments to illustrate how the ATS improves the performance of deep learning solvers
for PDEs.

2. The adaptive trajectories sampling(ATS).
We consider the following partial differential equations(PDEs)

(2.1)

{
Q(u) := L(u)− f = 0, in Ω,

B(u) = g, on ∂Ω,

where u is an unknown function defined in the bounded domain Ω ⊂ Rd, f and g are given functions on Ω and
∂Ω. Respectively, L is an interior differential operator, B is a boundary operator such as B = I or B = ∂u

∂n .
As a standard deep learning method, we use an neural network(NN) function to simulate the exact solution

u of (2.1). For instance, we may simulate u with a residual neural network (ResNet, [39]) whose architecture
consists of an input layer, an output layer, and several residual connection blocks which take the form

y0 := δ (W0x + b0) ,
yi+1 := B(yi), i = 0, . . . , N − 1,

uθ(x) := WNyN + bN ,

in which B is a residual block defined as

yi,0 := yi,
yi,j+1 = δ (Wi,jyi,j + bi,j) , j = 0, . . . ,M − 1,

B(yi) := yi + yi,M .

Here, x ∈ Rn is the input variable, uθ(x) is the corresponding output, and δ : R→ R is the activation function
applied element-wisely to a vectorial function. Moreover, we denote the parameters by θ, i.e.,

θ = {W0,b0,Wi,j ,bi,j ,WN ,bN | 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤M − 1} .
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N represents the number of residual blocks of the ResNet and M represents the depth of the residual block. To
well simulate u with uθ, we should train the parameters θ using a suitable loss function.

Usually, a deep PDE solver trains the above NN solution by randomly sampling training points. When
the solution of a PDE is not uniformly regular, random sampling may lead to inadequate training in these
singular or highly oscillatory local regions. In order to improve the accuracy of the NN solution, it is necessary
to sample more training points in those singular or highly oscillatory regions. However, since the exact solution
u is unknown in advance, the position of its singularity/high-frequency oscillation is also unknown. Therefore,
usually one often uses the information of the NN solution obtained in the previous training step to approximately
locate the singular or high oscillation position of the solution. This method, which samples more training points
in the singular region located according to the previous training solution, is commonly known as the adaptive
sampling technique.

In this paper, we introduce a novel adaptive sampling technique: the so-called adaptive trajectories sam-
pling(ATS) technique. One important feature of this sampling technique is to keep the number of sampling
points for each training unchanged so that we can obtain a fixed number of sampling trajectories by connecting
the sampling points of the two successive training steps with line segments. Another feature of this technique is
that the sampling points of the current training step are generated adaptively according to the previous training
step’s sampling points and the trained NN solution. Below we explain the details of our adaptive trajectories
sampling.

2.1. Generate admissible sampling points with a stochastic process. In this subsection, we gen-
erate admissible sampling points for the current training step based on the sampling points of the previous
training step.

Suppose we will train the NN function N steps which are denoted by n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, we denote their
corresponding set of training points by Sn. By our previous explanation, we fix the cardinality of Sn to be a
prescribed number I > 0. In the following, we explain how to generate Sn for n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.

First, we let S0 be the set of points sampled from Ω according to a certain distribution(e.g. the Uniform
or the Guassian). For n ≥ 1, we do not generate Sn directly, but first generate S ′n, a set of admissible sampling
points which has a larger cardinality than Sn, based on Sn−1 = {xi|i = 1, . . . , I}, the set of training points in
the (n− 1)th step. Below we explain how to generate S′ = S ′n from S = Sn−1.

Let {Xt : t ∈ [0,∞)} ∈ Rd be a d-dimensional stochastic process, then for any 0 < t1 < t2, we have

(2.2) Xt2 = Xt1 +

∫ t2

t1

dXt.

Given a prescribed integer J > 0 and a temporal size ∆t > 0, we generate J trajectories, i.e. sampling
points, from each xi ∈ S by letting

(2.3) xi,j = xi + εt, i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J,

where εt is some stochastic variable which approximates the random variable
∫ t+∆t

t
dXt. For instance, when

Xt = Bt, a standard Brownian motion, we may choose

εt =
√

∆tN (0, Id),

where N (0, Id) is a d−dimensional normal distribution. In the following sections of the paper, Xt might be
specified as other stochastic processes which may or may not relate to the PDE (2.1).

The admissible set of sampling points is then defined as

S ′ = {xi,j |i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J}.
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2.2. Error indicators. To select a set of training points from an admissible set S ′, we need a so-called
error indicator function which has the following two features. First, it should be more or less equivalent to the
error function e = |u − uθ|, namely, Ind(x) ∼ e(x) for all x ∈ Ω. The reason behind this equivalence is as
below: when the error e is relatively small (e.g., smaller than a given error tolerance) at a point x, uθ simulates
u well at the point x, uθ has been sufficiently trained at x; if e(x) is relatively large, uθ does not simulate u
well at the point x, and thus x should be chosen as a training point for further training. Secondly, the error
indicator should be calculable for each point x so that we can use it to select training points. For this reason,
e itself can not be chosen as an indicator since u is unknown in the process of the training. Consequently, we
often need to use the information of the trained uθ and the to-be-solved PDE to construct an appropriate error
indicator. For example, |Q(uθ)|, the residual of Q is a well-known candidate of error indicator which has been
used in adaptive sampling method [20–30]. Since the calculation of the residual often involves the calculation
of some derivatives and no theory guarantees the residual equivalents to the error |u − uθ|, in this paper, we
will introduce some novel error indicators, in which u is approximated by a so-called empirical value which is
related to uθ and the coefficients of the target PDE. The details of our new error indicators will be presented
in Sections 3, 4, and 5.

2.3. Selection of sampling points. In this subsection, we explain how to select I to-be-trained sampling
points from S ′ according to a prescribed indicator Ind .

Since the indicator Ind is more or less equivalent to the true error e, smaller the value of Ind(xi,j) is, better
trained at xi,j the NN function uθ is. Therefore, we may sort all Ind(x),x ∈ S ′ from the largest value to the
smallest value, and then select the first I Ind larger points to generate S ′′, the novel set of training points. We
call this type of selection the global selection. Alternatively, we may also generate S ′′ by selecting from the I
sets of sampling points S ′i = {xi,j |j = 1, . . . , J} a point x′′i such that

Ind(x′′i ) = max{Ind(xi,j) : xi,j ∈ S ′i}.

Then we let the set S ′′ = {x′′i |i = 1, . . . , I}. We call this type of selection as the local selection.
In summary, to generate Sn, the set of training points in the n−th step, with n ≥ 1, we first use Sn−1

and a stochastic process to generate the set of admissible training points S ′n. Then by using a properly defined
error indicator, we select I training points which have relatively larger indicator values. We summarize the
procedure of generating Sn from Sn−1 by the algorithm described in 2.3. Note that by randomly sampling S0

and iteratively letting Sn = ATS(Sn−1), we actually generate a sequence of training sets Sn, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N−1
with #Sn = I for all n. Moreover, if in Ω, we connect xi in the (n− 1)-th step with xi in the n−th step by a
line segment, we actually obtain I trajectories in Ω.

3. The adaptive derivative-free-loss methods(ATS-DFLMs).
In this section, we apply the ATS technique to the derivative-free-loss method introduced in [35] to construct

the adaptive derivative-free-loss methods(ATS-DFLMs).
To present the basic idea of our method, we take Q in (2.1) as the elliptic differential operator defined by

(3.1) Q(u) :=
1

2
Tr(σσTHessxu) + F · ∇u−G

where F = F (x, u(x)) ∈ Rd, G = G(x, u(x)) ∈ Rd and σ = σ(x) ∈ Rd×d are all known functions, Hessxu is the
Hessian matrix of u with respect to x.

3.1. The derivative-free loss method(DFLM). The so-called derivative-free loss in [35] is designed as
below. First, we transform the deterministic PDE Q(u) = 0 to the Bellman equation

(3.2) u(x) = E

u(Xt)−
t∫

0

G(Xs, u(Xs))ds
∣∣∣X0 = x

 ,
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Algorithm S ′′=ATS(S, I, J , Indicator type, Selection type)

Initialization: S ′ = ∅,S ′i = ∅,S ′′ = ∅.
1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ I do
2 Generate xi,j , j = 1, . . . , J from xi ∈ S by (2.2).
3 S ′i = S ′i ∪ {xi,j}.
4 end

5 S ′ =
I⋃
i=1

S ′i.

6 Calculate Ind(x) for all x ∈ S ′.
7 for 1 ≤ i ≤ I do
8 if “Selection type”==“global” then
9 Choose x′′i from S ′ such that

Ind(x′′i ) = max
{
Ind(x) : x ∈ S ′ \ {x′′1 , . . . ,x′′i−1}

}
.

10 end
11 if “Selection type”==“local” then
12 Choose x′′i from S ′i such that

Ind(x′′i ) = max{Ind(xi,j) : xi,j ∈ S ′i}.

13 end
14 S ′′ = S ′′ ∪ {x′′i }.
15 end

where {Xt} ∈ Rd is a d-dimensional stochastic process satisfying the equation

(3.3) dXt = F (Xt, u(Xt))dt+ σ(Xt)dBt,

for the reason why we can do this transformation, we refer to e.g. [35].
Secondly, we construct the loss function based on the Bellman equation(3.2). We have a set of training

points Sn = {xi|i = 1, . . . , I} at n-th step. At the initial step, S0 is randomly generated according to a certain
distribution. For n ≥ 1, Sn is obtained after the (n − 1)-th training step. Now we fix a temporal size ∆t > 0,
and from xi, i = 1, . . . , I, we sample J1(J1 > 0 is a prescribed integer) trajectories, i.e. novel points, according
to the stochastic process Xt determined by (3.3). That is, we let

(3.4) xi,j = xi + F (xi, uθ(xi))∆t+ σ(xi)
√

∆tN (0, Id), i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J1.

We let the reward of the point xi be

(3.5) Ri,j = G (xi, uθ (xi)) ∆t,

and let the empirical value’s average at the point xi be

(3.6) y(xi) =
1

J1

J1∑
j=1

[
uθ(xi,j)−Ri,j

]
.

The interior loss function is then defined as

(3.7) LΩ(θ) :=
1

I

I∑
i=1

(
y(xi)− uθ(xi)

)2

.
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The interior loss (3.7) involves no derivative of the NN function uθ, and that is why it is called a derivative-
free loss.

Remark 3.1 The right-hand side of the definition (3.5) is not related to the index j. Basically, Ri,j is an

approximation of the integral
t∫

0

G(Xs, u(Xs))ds, where the path generated by the process Xt is the segment

starting from the point xi and ending at xi,j . Therefore, we may also use the definition

(3.8) Ri,j =
[
G (xi, uθ(xi)) +G (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

]∆t

2
,

to improve the accuracy of the interior loss.
Remark 3.2 In the above definition, since xi,j is generated by (3.3), then it is possible for xi,j to exit the

boundary. To overcome this problem, one often needs to use drag back strategy, e.g., assume that xi are in the
Ω and xi,j are points generated from xi using (3.3). If xi,j exits Ω, we replace xi,j with the intersection of the
line xixi,j with the boundary ∂Ω, which is denoted as x̂i,j . Since x̂i,j still belong to the Ω closure, they can
participate in the training.

The process Xt depends on the functions F (·, ·) and σ(·) in the PDE (3.1). So in the case that the drift F
is nontrivial, the sampling points xi,j might be an imbalance in the neighborhood of xi. To avoid the influence
caused by F , we may prefer to sample points directly using the Brownian motion. For this purpose, we may
use the Cameron-Martin-Girsanov(CMG) theorem [38] to transform (3.1) to the Bellman equation as below

(3.9) u(x) = E
[(
u(Bt)−R(t)

)
· D(t)

∣∣∣B0 = x
]
,

where

(3.10) R(t) =

t∫
0

G(Bs, u(Bs))

σ(Bt)σ(Bt)>
ds, D(t) = exp

 t∫
0

F (Bs, u(Bs)

σ(Bt)σ(Bt)>
dBs −

1

2

t∫
0

∥∥∥∥∥ F (Bs, u(Bs)

σ (Bs)σ (Bs)
>

∥∥∥∥∥
2

ds

 .

The interior loss based on (3.9) can be described below. Supposing that we have sampled I points xi, i =
1, . . . , I, from each point xi, we generate J1 novel points by letting

(3.11) xi,j = xi +
√

∆tN (0, Id), i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J1.

Moreover, we define

(3.12) Ri,j =
G (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
∆t, Di,j = exp (Yi,j) ,

where

(3.13) Yi,j =
F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
(xi,j − xi)−

1

2

∥∥∥∥F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>

∥∥∥∥2

∆t.

We denote the empirical value’s average of uθ at the point xi by

(3.14) y(xi) =
1

J1

J1∑
j=1

[uθ(xi,j)−Ri,j ]D(i, j).

Then, we define the interior loss also by (3.7).
Remark 3.3 In the calculation of the interior loss on the standard Brownian motion, we may also replace

the R(i, j) defined in (3.12) by

(3.15) Ri,j =

[
G (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
+
G (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

]
∆t

2
,
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and replace the definition (3.13) by

(3.16)

Y (i, j) =
xi,j − xi

2
·
(
F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
+
F (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

)
−

(∥∥∥∥F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>

∥∥∥∥2

+

∥∥∥∥F (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

∥∥∥∥2
)

∆t

4
.

We close the section with a brief explanation of the so-called boundary loss. Taking the Dirichlet boundary
as an example, we may sample S > 0 points according to a certain distribution (e.g. the Uniform distribution,
that is, we let xs ∼ Unif(∂Ω), s = 1, . . . , S, and construct the boundary loss as

(3.17) L∂Ω(θ) =
1

S

S∑
s=0

(B(uθ(xs))− g)
2
.

and the total loss function is then defined as

(3.18) L(θ) := LΩ(θ) + L∂Ω(θ).

Finally, we optimize the network parameters θ at each training iteration by minimizing the loss function
defined in (3.18) using gradient descent, which updates the network parameters θ.

3.2. Error indicators. In the following, we present several error indicators for the DFLM solution de-
signed using the so-called empirical value. That is, the indicators are designed by replacing the exact solution
u with its empirical value in the computation of the error.

The first two empirical values are calculated according to the Bellman equation (3.2). In the previous
subsection, we have generated two sets Sn and S ′n,1 = {xi,j |i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J1} at n-th step. Then,
given an integer J2 > 0, we generate an admissible set of training points S ′n,2 = {xi,j |i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J2}.
Since the ATS doesn’t involve the calculation of the loss, we have the flexibility to choose the values of J1 and
J2. To optimize computational efficiency and speed, we choose S ′n,2 = S ′n,1 and simplified S ′n,1 to S ′n. This
eliminates the need for additional sampling during the training process and enables us to adaptively select
training points from the already obtained set S ′n = {xi|i = 1, . . . , I ∗ J1}.

Now we just need to construct the error indicators based on the empirical value of xi ∈ S ′n. Given a
temporal size ∆t > 0, we generate J3(J3 > 0 is a prescribed integer) sampling points by letting

xi,j = xi + F (xi, uθ(xi))∆t+ σ(xi)
√

∆tN (0, Id), i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J3.

We define our first two empirical values as

y1(xi) =
1

J3

J3∑
j=1

[
uθ(xi,j)−G(xi, uθ(xi))∆t

]
,(3.19)

y2(xi) =
1

J3

J3∑
j=1

[
uθ(xi,j)−

[
G (xi, uθ(xi)) +G (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

]∆t

2

]
.(3.20)

The third and fourth empirical values are designed according to the Bellman equation (3.9). We first
generate J3 points by letting

xi,j = xi +
√

∆tN (0, Id), j = 1, . . . J3.

Let

(3.21) R1
i,j =

G (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
∆t, D1

j = exp

(
F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
(xj − xi)−

1

2

∥∥∥∥F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>

∥∥∥∥2

∆t

)
,
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and let

(3.22) R2
i,j =

(
G (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
+
G (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

)
∆t

2
,

and

(3.23)

D2
i,j = exp

[xi,j − xi
2

·
(
F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>
+
F (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

)
−

(∥∥∥∥F (xi, uθ(xi))

σ(xi)σ(xi)>

∥∥∥∥2

+

∥∥∥∥F (xi,j , uθ(xi,j))

σ(xi,j)σ(xi,j)>

∥∥∥∥2
)

∆t

4

]
.

We define the third and fourth empirical values as

ym(xi) =
1

J3

J3∑
j=1

[
uθ(xi,j)−Rm−2

i,j

]
Dm−2
i,j ,m = 3, 4.

With the above four empirical values, we define our error indicators at xi by

(3.24) Indm(xi, J3,∆t) = |ym(xi)− uθ(xi)|,m = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Compared to the unknown u(xi), the empirical average value ym(xi) is computable during the training
process. On the other hand, since the empirical value ym(xi) involves the Bellman equation and thus can be
regarded as an approximation of u(xi) much better than uθ(xi). In other words, often we have |ym(xi)−u(xi)| �
|u(xi) − uθ(xi)| and consequently |ym(xi) − uθ(xi)| ∼ |u(xi) − uθ(xi)|. This is the reason why we can use
|ym(xi)− uθ(xi)| as our error indicators.

Remark 3.4 In the simplest case J3 = 1, to reduce the computational effort, we use xi ∈ S ′n instead of
generating a new point xi,1.

3.3. ATS-DFLMs. With the loss function and error indicators presented previously, we are ready to
present our adaptive derivative-free-loss methods(ATS-DFLMs), of which the core is to use the ATS to generate
the sets of training points.

Firstly, we define the training steps for the neural network function as N , denoted by n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
At the initial step, we randomly generate the set of training points S0 = {xi|i = 1, . . . , I} and then complete
the training of uθ with S0.

Secondly, for the n-th step, assuming that we have a set Sn obtained from the (n − 1)-th step. Then, we
use the error indicators Indm from the previous subsection to select I to-be-trained points from Sn. In the
ATS-DFLMs for solving (3.1), we can use the global selection type or local selection type to generate Sn+1.
Since there is no inherent relationship between the training points of two successive steps, we choose the global
selection type to fully explore the domain, such that

Indm(xi) = max{Indm(x) : x ∈ S ′n \ {x1, . . . ,xi−1}}, 1 ≤ i ≤ I.

to obtain a new set of training points for the (n+ 1)-th step.
In summary, for all n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, we generate the sets of training points by iteratively using the

algorithm

Sn+1 = ATS(Sn, I, J3, Indm, “global”)

and train the NN function uθ with it.
Remark 3.5 In practice, we prefer not to select an excessively large value for J3, as we only require sorting

xi,j based on a rough estimate of Indm(xi,j). Through experimental results, we found that the highest accuracy
can be achieved and the computation time is reduced when J3 = 1.
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4. The adaptive PINN method(ATS-PINN).
In this section, we apply the ATS technique to the well-known PINN method [3].
The PINN can solve many PDEs, here we only take the elliptic equation (3.1) as an example to illustrate

our basic idea of the ATS-PINN. We begin with a brief overview of the PINN (see also [3]). Suppose that we
will train N steps the NN function uθ. For all 0 ≤ n ≤ N , the n-th step’s set of training points in Ω and on
∂Ω are denoted by Sn = {xi|i = 1, . . . , I} and S∂Ω

n = {xs|s = 1, . . . , S}, respectively. The loss function of the
PINN for (3.1) is usually defined as :

L(θ) = LΩ(θ) + λL∂Ω(θ),(4.1)

where

LΩ(θ) =
1

I

I∑
i=1

|Q(uθ(xi))|2, L∂Ω(θ) =
1

S

S∑
s=1

|B(uθ(xs))− g|2,(4.2)

and λ is a weight coefficient dependent or independent of the problem to be solved.
Next, we explain how to use the ATS to generate the training points in Sn, n = 0, . . . , N . Usually, S0 is

randomly sampled from Ω according to the uniform distribution. Suppose now Sn, n ≥ 0 has been obtained
and uθ has been trained on Sn, we generate Sn+1 as below. For each xi ∈ Sn, 1 ≤ i ≤ I, we use a standard
Brownian motion to generate J (J > 0 is a prescribed integer) points. That is, we let

xi,j = xi +
√

∆tN (0, Id), j = 1, . . . , J,

where ∆t > 0 is a small prescribed radius. Note that if xi,j exits the boundary during the training process, it
is replaced with a random sampling point in the domain.

To select I to-be-trained points from S ′n = {xi,j |i = 1, . . . , I, j = 1, . . . , J}, we use the following residual-
type error indicator

(4.3) IndP (x) = |Q(uθ(x))|,x ∈ Ω.

Since the calculation of IndP involves to calculate the derivative of uθ, usually we need to use the automatic
differential module which may lead to a high computational cost. Therefore, in particular, for high-dimensional
PDEs, it is better to use other error indicators to replace IndP . For example, we may choose the indicator
Indm for m = 3 or m = 4, where Indm is the error indicator designed in Section 3.

Similar to the case in the ATS-DFLMs, we may choose the global or local selection type to select a set of
training points from S ′n. If we use the global selection type, the points in Sn are selected such that

IndP (xi) = max{IndP (x) : x ∈ S ′n \ {x1, . . . ,xi−1}}, 1 ≤ i ≤ I.

In summary for n = 0, . . . , N − 1, we iteratively use the algorithm

Sn+1 = ATS(Sn, I, J, IndP , “global”)

to generate all sets of training points. We call the PINN method with the above ATS technique as the ATS-PINN
method.

5. The adaptive temporal-difference method for forward-backward stochastic equations (ATS-
FBSTD).

In this section, we apply the ATS technique to the temporal difference method for solving forward-backward
stochastic equations (FBSTD) proposed in [36].

The FBSTD solves a parabolic type PDE using the so-called temporal-difference (TD) learning to train its
equivalent stochastic differential equations. Precisely, to solve the deterministic quasi-linear parabolic PDE

(5.1)

{
∂u
∂t + 1

2Tr(σσTHessxu) + F · ∇u+ f = 0,

u(T, ·) = g,
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we first introduce two stochastic processes

(5.2) Yt = u(t,Xt), Zt = ∇u(t,Xt),

so that (5.1) can be transformed by the Itô formula [37] to the forward-backward stochastic differential equa-
tions(FBSDEs)

(5.3)

{
dXt = F (t,Xt)dt+ σ(t,Xt)dBt, X0 = ξ ∈ Rd,

dYt = −f(t,Xt, Yt, σ
T(t,Xt)Zt)dt+ ZT

t σ(t,Xt)dBt, YT = g(XT ).

To simulate the solution u of (5.1), we train an NN function uθ using (5.3). To this end, we first dis-
cretize (5.3) by the following Euler-Maruyama scheme : let [0, T ] be divided into N subintervals by points
0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tN = T , and in each subinterval [tn, tn+1], n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1, let

(5.4)

{
Xtn+1

= Xtn + F (tn, Xtn)∆tn + σ(tn, Xtn)∆Btn ,

Ytn+1
= Ytn − f

(
tn, Xtn , u(tn, Xtn), σT(tn, Xtn)Ztn

)
∆tn + ZT

tnσ(tn, Xtn)∆Btn ,

where ∆tn = tn+1 − tn, ∆Btn ∼ N (0,∆tnId).
Secondly, we generate Sn, the set of training points at each step tn. As mentioned before, we fix the

cardinality of each Sn to be I. Then we can write Sn = {(tn, x(i)
tn ) ∈ [0, T ] × Ω|i = 1, . . . , I}. In [36], S0 is

randomly sampled from Ω according to a certain distribution such as the Gaussian or the Uniform distribution;
and once Sn, n ≥ 0 has been obtained, the set Sn+1 is generated according to the first formula of (5.4) by using

the points in Sn as starting points. Note that for each i = 1, . . . , I, if we connect x
(i)
tn and x

(i)
tn+1

with a line
segment for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, we obtain one trajectory in Ω. Totally we have I such trajectories.

Thirdly, we construct the loss function at the step tn. For each training point s
(i)
tn = (tn, x

(i)
tn ), the value of

u(s
(i)
tn ) can be approximated in two ways: the first way is to directly use the value uθ(s

(i)
tn ), the second way is

to use the second formula of (5.4) to obtain a value

(5.5) uθ(s
(i)
tn ) = uθ(s

(i)
tn+1

) +R(s
(i)
tn ),

with

R(s
(i)
tn ) = f

(
s

(i)
tn , uθ(s

(i)
tn ), σT

tnZ
(i)
tn

)
∆tn − Z(i)T

tn σtn∆B
(i)
tn .

The difference between these two approximate values

(5.6) E(i)
n = E(i)

n (s
(i)
tn+1

,∆Btn) = uθ(s
(i)
tn )− uθ(s(i)

tn )

is often called as the TD error which somehow indicates how good uθ approximates u at the point s
(i)
tn (see

in [36]). We define the interior loss function and the total loss function at the n-th step below

Ln,ite(θ) =
1

I

I∑
i=1

|E(i)
n |2, Ln(θ) = Ln,ite(θ) + LT (θ),

where LT (θ) is a loss associated with the terminal condition (see the second equation of (5.1) or [36]).
Note that the above FBSTD method is different from the so-called Monte Carlo method [41] which updates

the uθ only when all trajectories have been completed. Here for the FBSTD, we construct a loss for each time
step tn so we can improve uθ at each step tn, without waiting for the final outcome of each whole trajectory.

In the following, we explain how to use the ATS technique to generate the sets of training points in the
FBSTD. Recall that in [36], Sn+1 are randomly generated by using the stochastic process (5.4) and the starting
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points in Sn. By this kind of random sampling, some selected training points in Sn+1 may not need further
training since uθ has already approximated u very well at those points. To improve the efficiency of training,
we should try to select the training points where uθ approximates u not so well. Based on this idea, we design
our ATS for the FBSTD as below.

First, from a starting point s
(i)
tn ∈ Sn, instead of only generating one point using the first formula of (5.4), we

generate J (J > 0 is a prescribed integer) admissible points x
(i,j)
tn , j = 1, . . . , J . We denote s

(i,j)
tn+1

= (tn+1, x
(i,j)
tn )

and let S(i)
n = {s(i,j)

tn+1
|j = 1, . . . , J}. Then we explain how to select one to-be trained point from S(i)

n . To this
end, we choose the TD error defined in (5.6) as our error indicator. That is, we let

(5.7) IndF (s
(i,j)
tn+1

) =
∣∣∣E(i)

n (s
(i,j)
tn+1

,∆B
(i,j)
tn )

∣∣∣ , j = 1, . . . , J.

With this indicator, we select a point s
(i)
tn+1

from S(i)
n such that

IndF (s
(i)
tn+1

) = max{IndF (s) : s ∈ S(i)
n }.

Repeat the above procedure for all 1 ≤ i ≤ I, we obtain all to-be-trained points in the (n+ 1)-th step. In
summary, instead of using (5.4) to randomly generate the set Sn+1, here we use the algorithm

Sn+1 = ATS(Sn, I, J, IndF , “local”)

to generate the (n + 1)-th step’s training points. Here we emphasize that for the ATS-FBSTD, we use the
so-called local selection type to select the training points in order to maintain the temporal association between
two consecutive steps. This is different from the case in the ATS-DFLMs where both the local selection type
and global selection type can be used. We call the FBSTD method with the above adaptive selection of training
points the ATS-FBSTD method.

6. Numerical Results.
In this section, we test four numerical examples: the 2D Laplace equation with a singular solution, the

high-dimensional Poisson equation, the Black-Scholes equation, and the quadratically growing equation. In all
our tests, we use a ResNet with Adam [40] optimizer to train the approximate solution uθ. The accuracy of uθ

is indicated by the relative error defined by RE =
‖uθ−u‖L2

‖u‖L2
.

In the first two examples, we test the performance of the ATS-DFLMs and the ATS-PINN method on a
ResNet with 3 residual blocks and 60 neurons per layer; we also set the learning rate α = 0.01 and the activation
function to be SWISH [42]. Note that we use the Indm,m = 2, 4 error indicator whenever possible because the
trapezoidal format gives a more accurate value of the empirical values ym.

In the third and fourth examples, we will test the performance of the ATS-FBSTD on a ResNet with 2
residual blocks and 256 neurons per layer; we choose the learning rate α = 0.005 and the activation function to
be sin.

Example 1 We consider the Laplace equation

(6.1)

{
∆u = 0, in Ω = {(r, θ) : 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π

6 },
u = h, on ∂Ω,

where the boundary function h is chosen such that (6.1) admits the exact solution

u(r, θ) = r
2
3 sin

(
2

3
θ

)
.

Note that u has a singularity at the origin, see also in [35].
With this example, we test the performance of both the ATS-DFLM and the ATS-PINN. For comparison,

we will also solve (6.1) by the original DFLM and PINN without using the ATS. In each training step of each
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method, we always choose I = 500, S = 300. That is, in each training step, we sample 500 training points in Ω
and 300 training points on ∂Ω. Moreover, we let ∆t = 5e− 04 and choose J1 = 20, Ind2 for ATS-DFLM. For
the ATS-PINN, we set J = 10, λ = 1, and choose the error indicator to be IndP .

Presented in Table 6.1 are the relative errors and computation times after 20000 training steps of different
methods. We first observe that these methods take almost the same time to train 20000 steps, which means
the additional ATS subroutine does not take much more computational cost compared to the original deep
PDE solvers. Moreover, we observe that compared to the PINN and DFLM, the ATS-PINN and ATS-DFLM
remarkably improve the accuracy. Note that for the ATS-DFLM, we test two cases: the case J3 = 2 and the
case J3 = 1. We observe that the case J3 = 1 not only leads to high accuracy but also takes a low computation
time. Therefore in the rest numerical tests of this section, we always choose J3 = 1 for the ATS-DFLM.

Table 6.1. Relative errors and computation time for Example 1.

Method RE Time(s)
PINN 1.833e-02 449
ATS-PINN 9.765e-03 535
DFLM 2.874e-02 422
ATS-DFLM(J3 = 2) 1.442e-02 641
ATS-DFLM(J3 = 1) 6.431e-03 455

Depicted in Fig 6.1 is the dynamic change of the relative errors with respect to the training steps. Again,
we observe that the method with the ATS technique performs better than the corresponding method without
using the ATS.

Figure 6.1. Relative errors w.r.t. iteration steps for (6.1).

To show the influence of the ATS on each step’s training points, we present in Fig 6.2 all 500 interior
training points at 0/2000/4000/6000-th steps using ATS-DFLM(J3 = 1). We observe that the training points
are uniformly distributed in the initial step, and as the number of steps increases, they gradually move toward
the singularity region.

Example 2 We consider the high-dimensional linear Poisson equation

(6.2)

{
−∆u(x)−G(x) = 0, in Ω = [−1, 1]d,

u(x) = h(x), on ∂Ω,
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(a) 0-th step. (b) 2000-th step. (c) 4000-th step. (d) 6000-th step.

Figure 6.2. The distribution of training points at different steps.

Table 6.2. Relative errors and computation times for Example 2.

Method
Dimension d=10 d=20 d=30 d=50

RE Time(s) RE Time(s) RE Time(s) RE Time(s)
PINN 5.657e-02 676 5.756e-02 1223 8.556e-02 1767 1.269e-01 2529

ATS-PINN(IndP ) 1.376e-02 1638 2.515e-03 2431 1.219e-02 4163 2.619e-02 6315
ATS-PINN(Ind4) 7.176e-04 832 8.354e-04 1324 1.187e-03 2041 1.144e-03 2985

DFLM 9.138e-04 466 1.098e-03 643 3.452e-03 814 2.430e-03 1324
ATS-DFLM 5.982e-04 485 8.535e-04 689 6.854e-04 818 1.380e-03 1370

where G(x) = 1
d

(
sin( 1

d

d∑
i=1

xi)− 2

)
and the boundary h(x) =

(
1
d

d∑
i=1

xi

)2

+ sin

(
1
d

d∑
i=1

xi

)
. This problem

admits the exact solution

u(x) =

(
1

d

d∑
i=1

xi

)2

+ sin

(
1

d

d∑
i=1

xi

)
.

We will test the performance of the ATS-DFLM, ATS-PINN, DFLM, and PINN on the problem (6.2) with
d = 10, 20, 30, 50. All parameters used in the algorithms for this example are chosen as the same as those for
(6.1). In particular, we use both IndP and Ind4 in the ATS-PINN. When the ATS-PINN method uses the Ind4

error indicator, we still choose J3 = 1.

Table 6.2 shows the relative errors and computation times of different methods in different dimensions after
20000 training steps. From this table, we observe that for all dimensions, the computation time of the DFLM
is less than that of the PINN, and the larger the dimension, the greater the difference. We also observe that
for all dimensions, the ATS-PINN achieves higher accuracy than the PINN does, and the ATS-DFLM achieves
higher accuracy than the DFLM does, which implies that our ATS improves the accuracy of the original method
independently of the dimension. We also would like to mention that for the ATS-PINN, the error indicator
Ind4 improves the accuracy of the PINN by two orders of magnitude. At the same time, computation time is
reduced by half compared to residual type error indicators IndP .

Fig 6.3 shows the dynamic change of the relative errors with respect to the training steps. We observe
that the change curves of ATS-DFLM and DFLM are very similar at 10 and 20 dimensions. At 30 and 50
dimensions, although ATS-DFLM does not converge as fast as DFLM until 10000 steps, ATS-DFLM continues
to converge after 10000 steps when DFLM has already converged. For different dimensions, we also find that
for sufficiently large iteration steps, the ATS-PINN converges to a lower relative error than PINN upfront,
where ATS-PINN(Ind4) reaches the lowest relative error among PINN and ATS-PINN(IndP ), but its curves
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are more oscillatory. In this sense, we may say that the performance of the ATS technique is independent of
the dimension.

(a) d=10 (b) d=20 (c) d=30 (d) d=50

Figure 6.3. The dynamic change of relative errors of (6.2).

Example 3 We consider the following Black-Scholes equation

(6.3)


∂u

∂t
(t, x) = −1

2
Tr[0.01 diag(x2)Hessxu(t, x)] + 0.1(u(t, x)− (∇u(t, x), x)),

u(T, x) = ‖x‖2,

which admits the exact solution u(x, t) = exp((0.1 + 0.12)(T − t))‖x‖2, x ∈ R100.

We use this example to test the performance of the ATS-FBSTD. For comparison, we also solve (6.3) by
the FBSTD. Recall that in [36], we have used two approaches to calculate the derivative of the NN function uθ:
the one uses the automatic differential module is named as the FBSTD1 and the one uses another NN function
to simulate ∇uθ is named as the FBSTD2. In this paper, we will follow these notations and name the FBSTD1
and FBSTD2 with the ATS as the ATS-FBSTD1 and the ATS-FBSTD2, respectively.

To simulate the solution of (6.3), we partition [0, T ] into N = 50 equally sized subintervals and set the
starting point x0 = (1, 0.5, ..., 1, 0.5) ∈ R100. We fix the number of training points to be I = 512 for all four
methods(FBSTD1, FBSTD2, ATS-FBSTD1, ATS-FBSTD2). In addition, for both the ATS-FBSTD1 and the

ATS-FBSTD1, we set J = 10. For the starting point x0, we denote the relative error RE0 = |uθ(0,x0)−u(0,x0)|
|u(0,x0)| .

Table 6.3 shows the relative errors RE and RE0 of the above methods after 20000 training steps. From
the table, we find that the ATS-FBSTD obtains lower relative errors than the FBSTD. Among them, the
ATS-FBSTD1 outperforms the others, improving the relative error by an order of magnitude compared to the
FBSTD1. We can say that the addition of the ATS technique improves the computational accuracy for solving
high-dimensional parabolic equations.

Table 6.3. Relative errors and computation time for Example 3.

Method RE RE0 Time(s)
FBSTD1 3.110e-03 3.234e-03 530
FBSTD2 3.640e-03 1.934e-02 448
ATS-FBSTD1 7.078e-04 6.561e-07 546
ATS-FBSTD2 1.500e-03 7.185e-05 507
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(a) The fit of FBSTD1. (b) The fit of ATS-FBSTD1.

Figure 6.5. The fit of FBSTD1 and ATS-FBSTD1 solution to the exact solution of (6.3). The red lines
represent the exact solution, whereas the green and blue lines represent the FBSTD1 solution and the ATS-
FBSTD1 solution respectively.

Figure 6.4. The dynamic change of relative errors of (6.3).

Depicted in Fig 6.4 is the dynamic change of the relative errors RE with respect to the training steps.
Again, we observe that both ATS-FBSTD1 and ATS-FBSTD2 converge to lower relative errors than FBSTD1
and FBSTD2.

Fig 6.5 shows how the approximate solutions computed with FBSTD1 and ATS-FBSTD1 fit the exact
solution on 5 randomly generated trajectories. We found that the FBSTD1 solution does not fit the exact
solution very well in the beginning, while the ATS-FBSTD1 solution fit the exact solution very well over the
whole trajectory, which implies that the ATS-FBSTD1 may have better generalization ability than the FBSTD1.
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Example 4 We consider the nonlinear quadratically growing equation

(6.4)

∂u
∂t (t, x) + ‖∇u(t, x)‖2 +

1

2
∆u(t, x) = h(t, x, u,∇u),

u(T, x) = sin
([

1
d‖x‖

2
]α)

,

where κ = 0.2 and h(t, x, u,∇u) = 2‖x‖2d−2
{
κ2l2κ−2[2 cos2 lκ − sin lκ] + κ(κ− 1)lκ−2 cos(lκ)

}
, with l =

l(t, x) = T − t+ 1
d‖x‖

2. This equation admits the analysis solution

u(t, x) = sin

([
T − t+

1

d
‖x‖2

]κ)
.

We will solve (6.4) also by the FBSTD and the ATS-FBSTD. To this end, we partition [0, T ] into N = 30
equally sized subintervals and set the starting point x0 = (0, 0, ..., 0, 0) ∈ R100. We fix the number of training
points to be I = 512 for all four methods and J = 10 for the ATS-FBSTD. Since the equation (6.4) is nonlinear,
the coefficient F in its corresponding FBSDEs (5.3) depends on u. Therefore when we generate Sn+1 from Sn
by using the first equation of (5.3), we should replace u in F (·, u) by uθ which has been trained in the previous
step.

Table 6.4 presents the detailed relative errors RE and RE0 of different methods after 20000 iteration steps.
We find that for this nonlinear problem, the ATS-FBSTD achieves better computational accuracy than the
FBSTD does.

Table 6.4. Relative errors and computation time for Example 4.

Method RE RE0 Time(s)
FBSTD1 3.845e-03 6.159e-05 654
FBSTD2 5.500e-03 5.611e-03 558
ATS-FBSTD1 2.513e-03 2.054e-06 692
ATS-FBSTD2 3.385e-03 2.327e-05 589
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